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About This Content
FlatOut 4: Total Insanity Original Sound Track DLC Volume 1
Download the Original Sound Track Today!
Own all three Volumes of the FlatOut: 4 Total Insanity Sound Track.
Featuring an international rocking line up of multi-genre and diverse indie rock.
Groups are from USA, UK, Canada, Brazil, and Australia.
The Three Volumes Features Music and Genres From The Following Artists.
Heavy Metal: Mad Parish
Fusion Metal: 12 Foot Ninja
Rock and Roll: Twin Atlantic, Them Evils, Trivoltz, Ray Gun Cowboys, Bad Things, Them Evils, Spider Kitten, Buzz Deluxe
Hard Rock: Beartooth
Punk: The Menstruators
Psycho-Billy: The Gutter Demons, The Creep Show, Matchless
SKA: Planet Smashers
Alternative Pop: Five Knives
Volume 1 of 3 includes
1. The Rite Of Belonging - Mad Parish
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2. Put Your Love On Me - Them Evils
3. The Better Part Of Clarity - Spider Kitten
4. No Sleep - Twin Atlantic
5. I Own Me - Bad Things
6. Mr. Policeman - Trivoltz
7. Hated - Beartooth
8. See You In Hell - The Creepshow
9. Princess Hollywood - The Menstruators
10. Hellride - Gutter Demons
11. Voodoo - Matchless
12. Mad Parish - Mad Parish
Offer includes cool band art and FlatOut 4: Total Insanity artwork.
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Title: FlatOut 4: Total Insanity Soundtrack Volume 1
Genre: Racing
Developer:
Kylotonn
Publisher:
Strategy First
Release Date: 4 Apr, 2017

a09c17d780
Minimum:
OS: Windows® 7 64bit
Processor: Intel® Core i3 / AMD Phenom™ II X2
Memory: 4 GB RAM
Graphics: NVIDIA® GeForce® GTX 650 / AMD Radeon™ HD 7750
DirectX: Version 11
Storage: 200 MB available space
Sound Card: DirectX Compatible Soundcard

English
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Un recuerdo de mi niñez, excelente adaptacion. Very good slav game with hardbass, squatting gopniks, wodka, russian weapons,
and of course communism. Highly recommend this game, but only if ur slav enough... where are the semitchki?!
Found all the Anime Posters btw. Cute and short. Inputs are agreeable. I don't know why the snails wanted to settle on Mordor
anyway.. One of those games that exclusively exists to waste your time, except this one actually makes you pay for it.

The game is just the player wandering around heavily recycled maps fighting the same recycled fights with periodically recycled
enemies. The combat is nice and provides a decent challenge, but randomizing the available attacks the player has each turn is
obnoxious and turns combat into a dice rolling competition; meanwhile some of the enemy gimmicks are straight up broken and
overpowered; like infinite regeneration. Fights trigger periodically while the player wanders the map, and the game tries
morbidly hard to force the player to wander as much and as long as possible to trigger as many fights as possible to waste the
players time. The game is entirely designed around this system.
Even the combat itself is slow. The attack sequences take so long to play out and have obvious delays in when they trigger. You
can't actually skip anything. Characters don't even have any real animations or anything for attacking, and the combat interface
is just all their PNGs pasted onto a background surrounding the enemy PNGs.
The story is interesting in theory but due to generally shallow writing which additionally centres the story around events which
require fetching and walking it's just not interesting. Every attempt the story makes at having an emotional or meaningful
impact falls flat over the stock writing. The characters are equally as shallow, and while not being completely flat the lack of
interesting writing renders whatever potential they did have as being wasted. None of them are memorable because none of
them are people, they're just PNG images scripted by some ignorant corporate employee.
The pornographic aspect of the game has been censored, and even if it was not it's still not erotic enough to actually serve as
pornography. So if that was any reason to play this game, it isn't since this game can't even do something that simple correctly.
The game is filled with small glitches and amateurish design choices such as there being a visible delay on when the standing
animation triggers when you stop moving your character; the walking animation restarts every time you hit any other direction
key even if you're still walking in the same direction; the snow and ember effects in the environment move based on your
movement so if you move up the snow or embers stop falling and if you move down they fall extra fast. Kinds of things that
honestly any competent developer would of thought of ahead of time, or noticed during basic quality testing.

I gave this game a chance because I found the combat and not completely awful characters to be intriguing enough for me to
want to see how far the story goes. But as it went on the game just kept trying as hard as possible to waste my time, until it
started sending me back to previous areas on mandatory fetch quests. The ability they give you to avoid fights and save time,
doesn't save time, because every time you activate the ability you have to stand still and wait for the character to shout their line
then wait for the dialogue option to come up telling you you used the ability then you have to dismiss the dialogue option so you
can start moving again. And after the ability runs out it gives you a second prompt which stops you from moving until you
dismiss it, and a glitch causes that prompt to trigger multiple times when you change floors.
Additionally, the game starts spamming enemies which use charge up attacks which deal massive damage and require you to
block that turn to avoid the massive damage. The block animation, is long, and also wastes your turn. So now the length of fights
has doubled. So again, the game is trying comically hard to waste as much as your time as possible in the most petty ways
instead of just trying to be a fun game.

This feels like the kind of game made by people who don't value human life, and just view it as a means of profit. As this
shallow game tries in every single way to draw out and waste the players time as long as possible just to justify its ridiculous
price tag. Fourteen hours of wasted time I gave because I thought this would actually be playable, only for it to brutalize my
patience with asinine chores and inane retardation to the point of breaking.
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And I paid for this, I paid to be treated like cattle by people I don't even know. The game and the people who made this don't
value your time or enjoyment, they just want your money and then give you something like this in its place. It promises combat
and sexy girls in exchange for your cash, then it gives you those things very poorly while also dragging it out as long as possible
to trick you into thinking this game is large enough for its price value.
I didn't even play it for the sexual objectification or the combat, I just thought it looked cute. Now I lost however many dollars
and fourteen hours with nothing to show for it; this game isn't fun, it's poorly designed, it's shallowly written and it's disturbing
that this kind of exploitative trap is actually being made at all by living creatures which claim to be empathetic.

I feel absolutely horrible knowing I paid to spend so much time with no pay off giving this game a chance only for it to degrade
me down to giving up. I'm legitimately depressed over it, I lost two days of my life to this abhorrent idiocy and I paid for this. I
have no words to describe how wrong this is.. it feels like a chore than a game go get something different instead like a pet
turtle. Great sence of challenge!!!
Nice cartoon graphics.
Good one for those who like rage games.
ps: s+space saves lifes!!!. Wargame: Red Dragon naval combat on steroids.. I know some stuff that will probably get into the
game sooner or later but most importantly I hope that different weapons will be added. anyway, great looking and very
promising. I can suggest it for now, let's see how it improves over time.. Please tell me why i actually managed to play this game
for more than 2 minutes. This is honestly beyond me...
It crashed when i paused.
Thats where it ended for me.... Fantastic game! Very well conceived and nicely made. I almost felt like playing CSGO except
that this one is so much better on graphics and the theme is pretty interesting too.
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Grab your vodka and mayonez, prepare for jumping out of a gulag prison ship and dive into the zone, be sure to watch out for
the anomalies and especially, vadim and debil.. Great Hero's Beard is an auto-battle role playing game which features stats
progression and a plethora of armor/weapon customizations. You basically jump from one map to the next in your quest to
rescue princesses and kill a variety of different enemies. For a game so bloody cheap, it looks very good too with amazing visual
variety at every turn. With a demanding end game and one incredible big update thus far with another scheduled for Christmas
this year, the game is certainly the best $1.99 you will ever spend on Steam. It's simple, engrossing, and quite simply a
masterpiece. You don't need a big budget to produce a wonderful game - OneShark seems to have mastered this with Great
Hero's Beard.. And they didn't let me take that furry sweetheart away from that cage? Seriously? I'm shattered.. so good. space
strategy game, with real time alien destrying flying missions. a bit buggy but still worth it. Its a horibol game not fun game play
so just buy a better game. Very nice game - the first 5 levels - then there is level 6 - the try to make a much too short game look
more difficoult and longer, but it is just an overthrow of enemys to make it unbeatable.
you got three tipes of weapons as support turrets, each partet in two subcategorys that can be upgraded three times again.
beside this there are 4 special weapons, with also two different tipes each - rocket swarm or big torpedos in the middle of the
ship and emp OR laser beam and shield OR guided rockets.
An other thing you can upgrade is your HQ, engine, generators and your main turret that is controled by you.
But you gain the money or alluminium for upgrade much too fast and the amount of upgrades is absolutely too small, so sadly,
this game is a good idea / nice clone, but it does not reach a very good level of fun.... Great implementation of the board game
rules and devs seems very receptive to player feedback.
*Update - I had to update this to express my disappointment at the newly released PTW DLC made available for the game. This
is not the direction I would like to see this game go, I want to see content releases, not money grabs.. 30 FPS limit in a action
FPS and driving game. No music except for the first track that was on the disc. Its plays only its once. It will go on top of the
level intro music so you'll have 2 music tracks playing at once. Then the background track cuts out after about 30 seconds and
then you have several minutes of the same rock track playing again, until it goes quite.
Some times there will be no noise at all, because your character doesn't have foot steps sounds.
Crappy low effort port. Don't buy it. It looks nice graphically with hi resolution textures, but that's literally the only thing it has
going for it.. Cool concept, but at this point too many bugs to be playable. Couldn't get through mission 3 without my crew
randomly disapearing..
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